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by John Lines

SENATOR Jacob K. Javits of New York, who is the mouthpiece in the
Senate of some of the most objectionable Left-Liberal groups in the

country, has thought up a way to silence the patriotic organizations.
Javits inserted his gag provision in his so-called anti-hate bombings

resolution which he introduced in the Senate on January 9, (S.125).
Tucked away in this innocent-seeming resolution is a provision which
would make it illegal for anti-Communist and conservative groups to
solicit money through the mails if said groups are critical ot the decisions
of the Supreme Court.

The gag provision is explicit.
S.125, if enacted, would authorize "exclusion from the mails ot matter

relating to the solicitation of funds for . . . . certain unlawful activi-
ties. ' It is when these activities arc defined that the true malice of the
bill becomes apparent. "Unlawful activities" are described as "interfering
with the execution of any Federal statute or with the decree, order,
judgement or mandate of any Federal court."

Comm<r down to cases, this would mean that a reputable organization
of Southern States citizens which publishes criticism of the integration
decision of the Frankfurter-Warren Supreme Court could be denied use
of the mails. Or, to take another situation, it would close the mails to a
veteran or patriotic organization which dared to criticize the Supreme
Court lor its series of decisions weakening the anti-Communist laws.
There would be almost no limit to which a headline-hunting Left-
Liberal prosecutor could go in hounding and silencing genuine anti-
Communist groups if this Javits bill should secure passage. It could also be
used to blackmail conservative magazines and newspapers to remain
silent on the Supreme Court, under threat of prosecution.

The dangerous provisions of this resolution were immediately recog-
nized by Col. Eugene C. Pomeroy, official of the research department of
the Liberty Lobby, a Washington patriotic organization. The Liberty
Lobby has issued an alert to American-minded groups throughout the
country to take steps to defeat this un-American and rascistic proposal.
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• The Conspirators continue The Plan to have "their organizations"
lead the taxpayers into the barns where they will be "milked" and
"beefed."

• O u r present "alien controlled immigration" is weakening us. It serves
the Communist conspiracy. It makes these United States a human dumping
ground. There are now 7 million people illegally in our country!

• Five billion dollars will be spent this year to pay farmers for not grow-
ing food and to underwrite unprofitable ventures. 2,210 farmers have re-
ceived subsidy loans in excess of $10,000 each.

• Just as alloys make metals stronger, so an admixture of Truth makes
Praise sweeter and Character better.

• MERCURY knows the name of the foreigner who was brought into the
United States by Owen Lattimore in 1950. Did that man, who was im-
mediately taken to Johns Hopkins University, arrange for President Ike's
brother to become President of Johns Hopkins University?

• Taxpayers remember that observers say that U.S.A. stands for United
Saps of America.

• Birds of a feather: While in the U.S.A., Anastas Mikoyan visited
with James Roosevelt. He expressed regret at not being able to accept Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt's invitation to visit her in Hyde Park. Adding to his
remarks he said: "Roosevelt is a very good name in the Soviet
Union." The New York Daily News in commenting on this interview
said: "It sure as shooting should be. F.D.R. recognized Stalin's Red gov-
ernment when it was on the ropes in 1933; poured $11 billion worth of
lend-lease goods into Russia in World War II; paved the way at Tehran
and Yalta for Stalin's huge postwar land grabs. F.D.R.'s Congressman son
is now trying to kill the House Committee on Un-American Activities,
one of the domestic Reds' most dangerous enemies. At least, we are glad
to learn that Mikoyan can show gratitude where gratitude is owed."

• Life is a fight and if you are not in it actively there's something wrong.
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